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When Rod Walker decides to take the final test for â€œDeaconâ€• Matson's interplanetary survival

course, he knows he will be facing life-or-death situations on an unsettled planet. What he doesn't

expect is that something will go wrong with the â€œTunnel in the Skyâ€• and he and his fellow

students will not be able to return to Terra.Stranded on a hostile planet, Rod and his friends are

faced with the challenge of carving a civilization out of the wilderness. They must deal with hunger,

deprivation, and strangely savage beasts. But the bigger question is, can they survive each

other?This science fiction classic pits a savage world against the most untameable beast of all: the

human animal. Chock full of high adventure, futuristic speculation, witty repartee, and profound

philosophy, Tunnel in the Sky represents the greatest SF writer of all time at his peak.
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Heinlein felt that anyone who could not do everything from plan an invasion, change a diaper,

butcher a hog, write a sonnet, design a building, or program a computer was at least partially

incapacitated. In addition, he felt that our schools did a very poor job of preparing young people for

what life was all about. This book presented at least one partial solution to both problems: have a

school course in survival, whose final test was to be dropped onto some unknown 'wilderness'

planet for a week and forced to actually survive. Around this basic concept Heinlein fashioned what

is probably one of the best of his so-called 'juvenile' novels.Roderick Walker is the prime character,

a young man with some doubts about whether he is really ready to take the final exam in this

course. With some encouragement and advice from his older sister, he decides to proceed, going



through the 'gate' to a new world where nothing is familiar, where everything must be viewed as

potentially deadly. But after managing to survive for the prescribed time, there is no pick up signal,

no return gate, and Rod slowly comes to the conclusion that, regardless of what has gone wrong, he

must make a go of really living long term on this new world. Along with other class survivors, a small

society is formed, initially with Rod as the nominal leader.From this point, Heinlein manages to show

the essentials of how and why a government is formed, what type of government make sense for a

small group, how a society protects itself from 'bullies' (the only truly deadly animal is the

two-legged variety), the contribution made by both sexes to a properly functioning society, just what

makes a man a man, and the essential qualities of a leader.
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